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The Art of Early Design Flow and Clever Building Envelopes

Introduction
The design of building envelopes and facades is a challenge of 
epic proportions, and one where the burden falls disproportionately 
on the architect. This burden tends to land at an early stage in 
project design – typically RIBA Workstage 2 – and crucially, before 
Planning Permission has been granted, meaning that client money 
is still very much at risk. Very complex or tall buildings typically 
have a Façade Engineer appointed, but the rest of the time, the 
architect is left with little support, juggling a complex array of 
competing factors as they put together façade proposals:

• Spatial function

• Aesthetics

• Durability

• Rain and water management, material aging

• Pigeons and roosting issues

• Solar gains – both good and bad, winter and summer

• Natural daylight provision

• View out, particularly of natural scenes

• Privacy

• Ease of access, maintenance and cleaning

• Capital and operational cost

• Overheating prevention

• Summer and winter ventilation

• Thermal bridging minimisation

•  Overall annual thermal performance and related 
energy consumption + carbon emissions

Façades and the building envelope more generally are a 
disproportionate factor in most of the above design issues – 
get the façade right, and much of the above either falls into 
place, or is a smaller challenge to solve through other design 
aspects. Get it wrong however, and the challenges mount 
up as the design heads into RIBA Workstages 3 and 4.

The QODA Approach
QODA have an approach which we believe is significantly different 
from industry norms, and which goes well beyond the input a building 
services engineer would have traditionally been expected to provide. 
This approach is human-centric and design focused, but rooted in 
sound science and the latest design tools. Below is an example of this 
approach, which shows us offering support to an architectural partner 
early in Stage 2, as they consider a variety of bay window options for 
a student residential building. We quickly conducted a study in which 
we presented a variety of design options based around the original 
architectural vision, which was Option [A]. This study was limited in 
scope to three related factors: winter and summer solar irradiance and 
year-round natural daylight performance. It deliberately excluded more 
detailed design factors such as window g-value, which will come out of 
later studies. 

Because the study bedrooms are generally to be naturally ventilated, 
care was required to minimise summer solar gains to avoid overheating, 
while at the same time, maximising winter solar gains. The latter is 
helpful both for reductions to heating bills and CO2 emissions, and also 
ensures that during the duller part of the year, occupants will have good 
solar and daylight access.

The ideal façade, therefore, maximises winter solar gain, and minimises 
summer solar gain, while maximising sky view/access for natural daylight 
in overcast conditions. This is a challenging set of competing priorities.

Additionally, an unshaded South elevation is generally at high risk 
of overheating, and façade design would typically try to reduce total 
summer gains by 30-50% to prevent overheating. Summer gains were 
therefore also compared to Option [D] as a reference point, with an aim 
of a 30% reduction or greater. At a more detailed level, overheating 
tends to be worst where late afternoon gains are high, so all options 
were also compared to [D] between 3pm and 6pm during the three 
summer months.

Optioneering
Various design options were produced and analysed for total solar gain 
over the 3 summer months, and 3 winter months. These total gains were 
then compared, and options ranked for best performance: highest winter 
and lowest summer gains.

[A] As currently proposed – 
slight angle towards the South, 
overall orientation SSE
[B] Reflected – approximately 
15deg more Easterly aspect
[C] As [B] but vertical shading 
now 500mm not 250mm and 
includes horizontal shelf
[D] Unshaded window facing 
due South by having 30deg 
angle from façade
[E] as [D] but with deep shade 
to West – 1100mm
[F] as [E] but with triangular 
shelf shade above
[G] as [A] but window reveals 
deepened to 300mm all round
[H] as [B] but window reveals deepened to 300mm all round
[I] as [D] but window reveals deepened to 300mm all round

Conclusions
In order to rapidly convey the key aspects to the architectural team, and 
to streamline information flow, a visual summary was created, outlining 
the performance factors assessed, and highlighting probable best 
choices. This summary highlighted Option F as ‘the best’, but made it 
clear that various other options presented benefits of various kinds. As 
is often the case at this early, fluid stage in design, none of the options 
proposed is currently being taken forward – these options created new 
ideas that have been flowing to-and-fro in sketches and 3D models. 
Further optioneering will take place, and eventually an optimised design 
will emerge from this messy, relational, creative, collaborative effort. We’ll 
keep you posted.

   

The latter will enjoy high levels of comfort, as well as plentiful natural 
light, and some architectural beauty to lift their spirits.

Get the building envelope right, and the result 
should be happy designers, and happy humans too.
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Best for summer-winter balance: the all-rounder

Best for avoiding summer overheating

Best for winter solar gains

Best for year-round natural daylight

Winter 
solar 
gains, 
kWh

490

Summer 
solar 
gains, 
kWh

76.3

Usable 
Daylight 
illuminance, 
% hours

Overall best performance
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